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Abstract
In this paper, we systematically reviewed twenty-one factors that have been shown to either vary with or influence performance on working
memory (WM) tasks. Specifically, we review previous work on the influence of intelligence, gender, age, personality, mental illnesses/
medical conditions, dieting, craving, stress/anxiety, emotion/motivation, stereotype threat, temperature, mindfulness training, practice,
bilingualism, musical training, altitude/hypoxia, sleep, exercise, diet, psychoactive substances, and brain stimulation on WM performance.
In addition to a review of the literature, we suggest several frameworks for classifying these factors, identify shared mechanisms between
several variables, and suggest areas requiring further investigation. This review critically examines the breadth of research investigating
WM while synthesizing the results across related subfields in psychology.
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Working memory (WM) is an individual’s capacity to simultaneously manipulate some information while
maintaining other information (Baddeley, 1986; Kane et al., 2004; Miyake, 2001). Many researchers view the
measurement of WM as a straightforward task – a variety of WM tests are available, and all that is necessary is
to select a measure or two, administer them to participants, and assign participants a numerical result. The
resulting value can then be used to account for variance in other cognitive variables, to divide participants into
high and low WM groups, to examine changes over time, or to serve as a baseline comparison or covariate for
interventions or experimental treatments. Regardless of the study design, the measurement of WM is frequently
treated as a relatively stable, valid, descriptor of a person’s true WM capacity. However, our review of the
broader literature indicates that performance on WM tasks is sensitive to many variables and situational factors.
Because of the burgeoning numbers of researchers who investigate WM or who include it as a measure of
cognitive function, we feel it is important to consider the surprising number of factors that can influence the
measurement of WM and how these factors may influence the interpretation of results. In that light, this paper
serves three important functions.
First, this review should be viewed as a resource. We conducted an exhaustive search of the literature to
identify articles that met the broad requirements of this review; namely, we review articles that included any
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factor that can alter WM performance. Out of the several thousand articles examined, several hundred were
related to the goals for this paper. Representative articles for each factor were selected and incorporated into
the review, and a supplement is available in which all reviewed articles are listed and classified by topic. As a
resource, this paper highlights and describes each factor and relevant research findings. This information would
be helpful for researchers just entering the field and also serves as a broad overview for more experienced WM
researchers. Second, we present a framework that classifies and groups these factors in a meaningful way.
This framework allows for the classification of different types of factors, which in turn will promote discussion as
to the manner in which they impact WM performance and will foster the development of cross-disciplinary
hypotheses on the underlying mechanisms that cause variability in WM performance. We present additional
frameworks in the conclusion of this paper. Third, we hope that this paper provides a comprehensive overview
of factors that can influence WM research, so that gaps or omissions in the literature can be identified and new
lines of inquiry can form. To that end, we conclude this review with recommendations for future research in
these areas.
Table 1 lists the twenty-one factors that will be reviewed in this paper and attempts to categorize them on
several dimensions. The first dimension, and the one that provides the framework for this paper, divides factors
into two groups: individual differences factors and manipulated (or environmental) factors. Manipulated factors
are more malleable, often temporary or reversible in nature, and are generally ones that can be randomly
assigned to a person or obtained though some intervention. Of course, these factors can be categorized in
many ways (see Table 1), and we will consider several of these classification systems in the conclusion to this
paper. Several of the possible categorization systems are listed in Table 1, such as length of effect, malleability,
and presumed mechanism. However, many gaps and inconsistencies exist in the literature, and this table only
reflects an overall assessment based on the literature reviewed in this paper.
Before reviewing the individual factors, a few remarks about WM are needed to provide a theoretical base and
to describe some terms that will be used throughout the text. First, we have aligned this review with the
theoretical model of WM initially proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974). According to this model (Figure 1),
WM consists of multiple specialized components that allow humans to comprehend and interact with the
environment, represent and retain information about the immediate past, and act on certain goals.
The three major components of the original model are the central executive, the phonological loop, and the
visual-spatial sketchpad. The phonological loop and the visual-spatial sketchpad maintain memory traces that
overlap with sensory memory using rehearsal in the phonological loop and image generation in the visual-
spatial sketchpad. The central executive coordinates these two memory systems and controls attention, focus,
and attention switching, as well as the activation of long-term memory. The phonological loop is fractionated
into a passive phonological store and an active rehearsal the process. The phonological store represents
material in a phonological code that decays with time unless the material is rehearsed. The visual-spatial
sketchpad is also fractionated into passive and active subsystems. Logie (1999) refers to these as the passive
visual cache and an active inner-scribe. In more recent versions of the multiple components model, Baddeley
(2000; Baddeley & Logie, 1999) includes an episodic buffer. The episodic buffer is a storage system that uses
multimodal elements to coordinate the memory systems with long-term memory. This leaves the central
executive as an attention system not limited to WM processes.
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Table 1
A Summary of Factors That Influence WM
Factors
Acute vs
Chronic effect
Malleability
Low/Med/High Mechanism/Presumed cause of effect
Consistency/
Inconsistency in
literature
Individual Differences
Intelligence C L Biological C
Gender C L Biological I
Age C L Biological C
Personality C L Biological I
Mental illness / Medical conditions C M Preoccupying thoughts/Biological C
Manipulated
Emotion A M Preoccupying thoughts C
Stress/Anxiety A M Preoccupying thoughts C
Dieting A/Cb H Preoccupying thoughts C
Craving A H Preoccupying thoughts I
Stereotype threat A H Preoccupying thoughts C
Temperature A H Preoccupying thoughts/Biological Insufficient
Mindfulness Uncertain H Preoccupying thought control Insufficient
Practice Uncertain H Uncertain I
Sleep A H Uncertain C
Bilingualism C M Uncertain C
Musical training C M Uncertain Insufficient
Altitude/Hypoxia A/C* H Biological Insufficient
Exercise A/C* H Biological I
Diet A/C* H Biological Insufficient
Drug Use A/C* H Biological C
Brain stimulation A H Biological C
aMay be either an acute or chronic effect, depending on circumstances.
Certain factors discussed in this paper may selectively target the central executive, phonological loop,
visuospatial sketchpad, or the episodic buffer; these are noted where appropriate. In all other cases, the
impairment is to WM performance in general. This paper generally operates within the framework of Baddeley’s
(1986) model of WM, and these terms are used throughout the text. Other theoretical models of WM have been
proposed (e.g. Cowan, 1999) and many definitions provided (see Cowan, 2017); however, a thorough review of
theory is outside the scope of this work.
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Figure 1. Basic theoretical framework for this review (based on Baddeley, 1986).
Second, we frequently reference two commonly used classes of WM tasks: n-back tasks and complex span
tasks. An n-back task presents a participant with a series of stimuli, such as objects or letters of the alphabet.
The participant must make a decision on every stimulus, and determine if it is the same one that was presented
n stimuli ago. Often a 2-back task is selected, which is generally considered a low load task, but task difficulty
can be increased by increasing the number of objects that a person must maintain and update within the
paradigm. The second class of WM tasks is complex span tasks, such as the reading span (RSPAN, Daneman
& Carpenter, 1980) or operation span (OSPAN; Turner & Engle, 1989). These types of tasks generally have two
goals that must be simultaneously achieved: (1) to maintain information, such as a word or letter of the
alphabet and (2) to actively manipulate other information, such as solving math problems or judging the veracity
of sentences. Finally, many different variations of WM tasks have been employed to assess WM, as these tests
can use either verbal or spatial information, and a wide variety of stimuli may be employed within the task. The
wide variety of tasks, stimuli, and load create challenges in interpreting or comparing results of WM studies.
Although n-back tasks are often used to measure WM, they are not without concerns. Kane, Conway, Miura,
and Colflesh (2007) found that although n-back tasks may have face validity as a WM measure, they did not
show convergent validity with a popular complex span task. Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Perrig, and Meier (2010)
concluded that the n-back task is not a valid measure of individual differences in WM. Indeed, Redick and
Lindsey (2013) contend that complex span tasks and n-back tasks are not interchangeable as measures of
WM. Therefore, we recommend the reader consider the research reviewed carefully and consider the WM
tasks used in each of the studies.
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Individual Differences Factors
We begin this review with summaries of research on individual differences factors. These factors all share the
common feature of being relatively stable, often pre-determined characteristics, and include intelligence, age,
gender, personality, and both mental and medical conditions.
Intelligence
Most psychologists are in agreement that WM and general intelligence (g) are highly related but separate
constructs (Colom, Rebollo, Palacios, Juan-Espinosa, & Kyllonen, 2004; Conway, Cowan, Bunting, Therriault,
& Minkoff, 2002; Kane et al., 2004). WM has been specifically associated with fluid intelligence (gF; novel
problem solving) and not crystallized intelligence (gC; verbal and learned experience) in many of these studies
(Ackerman, Beier, & Boyle, 2005; Conway et al., 2002; Martínez & Colom, 2009; Unsworth & Engle, 2005).
Correlations between WM and gF differ from study to study, but tend to be moderate to large, ranging from .34
(Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999; Unsworth & Engle, 2005) to .70 (Colom et al., 2004). In their meta-
analysis of WM and g, Ackerman et al. (2005) report an average correlation of .48 between these variables,
and make note of the wide variety of correlations reported by others.
These discrepancies may be due in part to error or varying participant characteristics, but another possibility is
that researchers using different types of WM tasks found different relationships to g. This is highlighted by some
studies that compare different types of WM tasks, such as operation span, reading span, and spatial WM, as
well as n-back tasks of WM. For example, Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010) report a correlation of .44
between an n-back task and a measure of gF, but a correlation of .24 was reported between the OSPAN and
that same gF measure. The relationship between WM and g is further complicated by discriminations between
spatial and verbal WM and crystallized and fluid g. For instance, Engle et al. (1999) found a difference between
overall WM and verbal WM, with a correlation of .34 between the OSPAN and g, but .28 for the reading span
and g. Other researchers have specifically claimed that verbal WM is related to gC and spatial WM is related to
gF (Haavisto & Lehto, 2005; Schweizer & Moosbrugger, 2004).
Some investigations of individuals with borderline IQ (i.e. 55-85) have also been conducted (e.g., Van der
Molen, Van Luit, Jongmans, & Van der Molen, 2007). Alloway (2010) examined people with IQs between 70-85
and found that both verbal and spatial WM were impaired in this group. Both verbal and spatial WM functioning
are impaired in students with learning disabilities as well (Maehler & Schuchart, 2009). In terms of
developmental disability, both Down’s syndrome (Numminen, Service, Ahonen, & Ruoppila, 2001) and William’s
syndrome (O’Hearn, Courtney, Street, & Landau, 2009) are associated with deficits in WM performance. In
particular, the phonological loop is impaired in children with Down syndrome (Bird & Chapman, 1994; Wang &
Bellugi, 1994).
Given the voluminous research on the relationship between WM and intelligence, it is impossible to present
more than a brief overview in this paper. However, we can conclude that a close positive relationship between
these two variables exists, although the two are not isomorphic (Beier & Ackerman, 2005; Conway, Kane, &
Engle, 2003). Given the previous discussion, we label intelligence as a chronic effect of biological origin with
low malleability and a high degree of consistency in the literature (Table 1).
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Age
Several groups have examined the three-factor model of WM (the central executive, phonological loop, and
visuospatial sketchpad; e.g. Baddeley, 1986) across the life span. The three factors appear to emerge around
age six (Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004). The basic three-factor structure remains
throughout the rest of adulthood and into old age (Hale et al., 2011), even as WM decreases throughout.
Many studies have reported age-related declines in WM (Babcock & Salthouse, 1990; Borella, Carretti, & De
Beni, 2008; Cowan, Naveh-Benjamin, Kilb, & Saults, 2006; Craik & Bialystok, 2006; Li et al., 2008; McGinnis &
Zelinski, 2003; Park et al., 2002; Paxton, Barch, & Racine, 2008; Salthouse, 1994). In a meta-analysis of age
and WM, Bopp and Verhaeghen (2007) reported moderate to large negative correlations between WM and age.
WM increases linearly up to adolescence, when it begins to level off, but no change in the basic structure of the
factors occurs during this process (Lambek & Shevlin, 2011). The decline appears to be linear, with a constant
and continuous rate of decline beginning in the twenties and no sharp decline seen in old age (Borella et al.,
2008). In addition to group comparisons, longitudinal designs have also been employed and found consistent
decline in WM performance with age (Chiappe, Hasher, & Siegel, 2000; Jenkins, Myerson, Hale, & Fry, 1999;
Park et al., 2002; Siegel, 1994).
There have been reports that spatial WM declines more with age than verbal WM does (Hale et al., 2011;
Jenkins et al., 1999; Myerson, Hale, Rhee, & Jenkins, 1999), although Borella et al. (2008) did not find this in
their analysis. Other researchers have reported only decreases in verbal WM (Fastenau, Denburg, & Abeles,
1996; Vecchi, Richardson, & Cavallini, 2005). Still others report declines in both verbal and spatial WM (de
Ribaupierre & Lecerf, 2006; Kemps & Newson, 2006; Park et al., 2002; Salthouse, 1995). In addition to spatial/
verbal WM tasks, age differences have been documented in WM for objects (Hartley, Speer, Jonides, Reuter-
Lorenz, & Smith, 2001), and faces (Grady et al., 1995; Grady et al., 1998). A notable exception to the age-
related decline in WM is a study by Mikels, Larkin, Reuter-Lorenz, and Carstensen (2005) in which older adults
(ages 64-80) did better on a WM task employing positive emotion stimuli but younger adults (ages 18-28) did
better when negative emotion stimuli were used.
Borella et al. (2008) suggest that WM declines are due to the inability to suppress intrusions of past material.
Hedden and Park (2001) found older adults showed greater retroactive interference, leading them to surmise
that irrelevant information is not efficiently deleted from WM. In contrast to this view, Fisk and Warr (1996)
found that controlling for perceptual speed removed all age-related variance in WM. Gaillard, Barrouillet,
Jarrold, and Camos (2011) compared 3rd and 6th graders on a complex span task and found that processing
speed was the source of variance between the two groups.
Although the debate continues on the cause and rate of change in WM subcomponents over time, it is clear
that WM performance does decline with age and hence it is an important individual differences factor to take
into account when assessing WM. Therefore, we label this factor in Table 1 as biological, having a chronic
effect over time, and low on malleability (as only the passage of time can alter age). Age also plays a
moderating role in the effect of several manipulated factors, such as practice, which will be discussed later in
this paper.
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Gender
No general consensus in the field exists when it comes to the relationship between gender and WM
performance. Several researchers report that men have an advantage on spatial WM tasks and that women
have an advantage on verbal WM tasks (Speck et al., 2000; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995), some researchers
report only a spatial advantage for men (Lejbak, Crossley, & Vrbancic, 2011; Orsini, Simoetta, & Marmorato,
2004), and others report no differences at all between genders (Nagel, Ohannessian, & Cummins, 2007;
Robert & Savoie, 2006).
For instance, Schmidt et al. (2009) found no difference in accuracy, speed, or brain activity (using fMRI)
between men and women completing a verbal n-back task, and yet multiple researchers have confirmed
differences in prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity between men and women while completing WM tasks (Goldstein
et al., 2005; Schweinsburg, Nagel, & Tapert, 2005; Speck et al., 2000). Duff and Hampson (2001) attribute the
gender difference to the effect of androgen and estrogen on neurons in the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC). In
contrast with other findings, Duff and Hampson (2001) found a response time and accuracy advantage for
females in spatial WM but not for verbal WM, even though males outperformed females on the mental rotation
task. Interestingly, Keenan, Ezzat, Ginsburg, and Moore (2001) found that an estrogen supplement can
increase verbal WM. In a large sample analysis using automated complex span tasks, Redick et al. (2012)
found little to no evidence of gender differences.
Because of the great amount of inconsistency in the results, it is difficult to determine the effect, if any, of
gender on WM performance. If a difference does exist, this difference would be relatively chronic and most
likely biological in origin (see Table 1). However, given the available research, a firm conclusion cannot be
drawn.
Personality
One of the most commonly used personality frameworks is the Big 5, which describes personality using five
broad domains: Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Neuroticism, Openness to Experience, and Extroversion/
introversion (Costa & McCrea, 1978). Of these, Extroversion/introversion has been linked with WM
performance most frequently. Extroverts are people who enjoy and actively seek out social situations, while
introverts are seen as more socially inhibited (Costa & McCrea, 1978). The link between Extroversion/
introversion and WM performance suffers from conflicting evidence, however. Some researchers state that
extroverts outperform introverts on WM tasks (Lieberman, 2000; Lieberman & Rosenthal, 2001) yet others find
no differences (Fink, Grabner, Neuper, & Neubauer, 2005; Studer-Luethi, Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, & Perrig, 2012).
Several researchers who support the Extroversion-WM link have examined the role that dopamine might play in
this relationship. Dopamine has particularly been implicated in attentional control, an important aspect of the
executive control in Baddeley’s WM model. Arnsten (1998) proposes an inverted U curve to explain the
relationship between dopamine and WM. If Extroversion is indeed associated with improved WM performance,
it is possible that extroverts naturally have dopamine levels in the target range for maximum WM performance.
This possibility was tested by Chavanon, Wacker, Leue, and Stemmler (2007). They divided participants into
high and low Extroversion groups and then randomly assigned a placebo or dopamine receptor antagonist,
sulpiride, which would decrease overall dopamine activity. In the placebo condition, extroverts showed
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increased cortical activity and performance in both high and low-load n-back tasks, but extroverts who had
been given sulpiride performed worse on the WM task (Chavanon, Wacker, Leue, & Stemmler, 2007).
Caffeine, on the other hand, may facilitate dopamine release through its antagonist effect on adenosine (Smillie
& Gokcen, 2010). Researchers have reported a positive effect of caffeine on WM performance (see
Psychoactive Substances section of this paper), and this effect may be particularly strong for extroverts. Using
a double-blind placebo controlled design, Smillie and Gokcen (2010) found that 200mg of caffeine improved n-
back performance for extroverts, but not introverts, on a high load n-back task. This experiment was replicated
with a relatively low dose of caffeine, 65mg in a cup of coffee, resulting in greater WM improvement for
extroverts compared to introverts (Smith, 2013). Altogether, these studies support the hypothesis that
dopamine plays an important role in WM performance and provide evidence for differences in WM processes
between introverts and extroverts.
Conscientiousness and Neuroticism have been associated with WM performance as well. Conscientiousness is
associated with persistence, reliability, and self-discipline and Neuroticism is associated with emotional
instability, anxiety, and depression (Studer-Luethi et al., 2012). Overall, higher Neuroticism has been related to
lower WM performance and higher Conscientiousness has been related to increased WM performance on an
n-back task (Studer-Luethi et al., 2012).
Overall, researchers have reported intriguing relationships between certain personality traits, particularly
Extroversion and WM. As shown in Table 1, we view personality as a relatively stable biological factor (i.e.
chronic effect with low malleability). Additional research, both cognitive and physiological, will be required to
fine-tune our understanding of the relationship between personality factors and WM.
Mental Illness and Other Medical Conditions
A wide variety of mental illnesses have been associated with deficits in WM performance (see Table 2 for a list
of conditions and applicable references). The deficits observed in people diagnosed with schizophrenia have
received an enormous amount of attention in the literature. Not only are these impairments seen in people
diagnosed with schizophrenia, but they have also been found in first degree relatives of individuals who have
been diagnosed with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder. People with schizophrenia and people with
schizotypal personality disorder have difficulty ignoring distracting stimuli and maintaining information in WM.
These deficits may be attributed to dopamine function in the PFC (Barch et al., 2003), which then impairs
functioning of the central executive in WM. Of note, not all studies have found a relationship between WM and
risk for schizophrenia. Using a latent-variable approach, WM did not predict scores on a measure of schizotypy
(Kane et al., 2016).
In addition to disorders on the schizophrenic spectrum, several other mental disorders have been investigated
for deficits in WM. Certain personality disorders have been associated with reduced WM (Coolidge, Segal, &
Applequist, 2009), particularly borderline personality disorder. Anxiety disorders associated with reduced WM
include post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), and even hoarding
disorder. Mood disorders that have been associated with WM deficits include major depression, postpartum
depression, and social anhedonia. These disorders may influence WM through a mechanism of preoccupying
thoughts, a possibility further discussed in the next section.
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Table 2
Mental Diagnoses Associated With Impaired WM Performance
Disorder References
Schizophrenia spectrum Barch, 2003; Brahmbhatt, 2006; Callicott et al., 2003; Goldstein et al., 2011
Borderline personality Hagenhoff et al., 2013; Lazzaretti et al., 2012; Stevens, Burkhardt, Hautzinger, Schwarz, & Unckel, 2004
PTSD Galletly et al., 2008; Jelinek et al., 2008
OCD Rampacher et al., 2010
Hoarding disorder Ayers et al., 2013
Depressive disorders Gohier et al., 2009; Pio de Almeida et al., 2012; Rose & Ebmeier, 2006
ADHD Dowson et al., 2004
Autism Cui, Gao, Chen, Zou, & Wang, 2010; Steele, Minshew, Luna, & Sweeney, 2007
WM performance has been thoroughly examined in people who have been diagnosed with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). ADHD certainly impairs WM performance in children (Kasper, Alderson, &
Hudec, 2012; Martinussen, Hayden, Hogg-Johnsen, & Tannock, 2005). However, there is some evidence that
WM training can decrease ADHD-related symptoms (Klingberg et al., 2005; Klingberg, Forssberg, &
Westerberg, 2002; Mezzacappa & Buckner, 2010). WM deficits are not always seen in autism, but can be
observed in some high-load tasks.
In addition to mental illness, many other recognized disorders have been associated with impaired WM function
(see Table 3 for a list of these conditions along with applicable references). Degenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease, decrease WM performance. In fact, levodopa (L-dopa) can
improve WM performance in people who have been diagnosed with Parkinson’s (Lange et al., 1992;
Malapalani, Pillon, Dubois, & Agid, 1994). WM is also impaired in people who have experienced traumatic brain
injury (TBI).
Table 3
Medical Conditions Associated With Impaired WM Performance
Disorder References
Alzheimer’s Gagnon & Belleville, 2011; Huntley & Howard, 2010
Parkinson’s Gilbert, Belleville, Bherer, & Chouinard, 2005; Owen, Iddon, Hodges, Summers, & Robbins, 1997
TBI McDowell, Whyte, & D’Esposito, 1997
Fragile X Baker et al., 2011; Munir, Cornish, & Wilding, 2000; Ornstein et al., 2008
Epilepsy Longo, Kerr, & Smith, 2013
Multiple sclerosis Parmenter, Shucard, Benedict, & Shucard, 2006
Chronic fatigue Deluca et al., 2004
Spina bifida Mammarella, Cornoldi, & Donadello, 2003
Fragile X syndrome, a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by too many codon repeats on the X chromosome,
has been associated with both verbal and spatial WM deficits, regardless of task difficulty. WM is also impaired
in children with epilepsy and spina bifida. Deficits in WM have been reported in people with multiple sclerosis
and people diagnosed with chronic fatigue.
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Many mental illnesses and general medical conditions have been associated with declines in WM, including
genetic disorders and age-related disorders. Some of these have a clear biological basis, but others are not so
definitive. Additional research is required to fully understand the mechanism of these deficits and develop
methods to improve WM function in these groups. Even so, it would be prudent to screen for the
aforementioned disorders in large-scale studies. As seen in Table 1, we rate mental illness as medium and
medical condition as low in terms of malleability; the mental illnesses we list are treatable in many cases, while
the medical conditions we list are generally more difficult to alleviate. Nevertheless, we see both mental and
medical conditions as chronic in nature and due to largely biological factors, with a few exceptions related to
preoccupying thoughts (e.g. OCD).
Manipulated Factors
In this section, we will present a series of manipulated factors and their relationship to WM performance. These
factors differ considerably from one another, but some similarities and patterns can be observed. For instance,
the first seven factors that we describe are all associated with the concept of preoccupying thoughts. All the
factors in the next section share one common feature; namely, their effect on WM performance can be
manipulated.
Emotion
Some factors have a fleeting effect on WM performance, as research on state-dependent influences (such as
emotion and motivation) has shown. Emotion itself can impair cognition. For example, using an n-back task of
faces, reaction time was slower for fearful faces compared to faces showing neutral expressions (Kensinger &
Corkin, 2003). Daily emotional ups and downs can also influence WM performance. Brose, Lövdén, and
Schmiedek (2014) found that people perform better on WM tasks on days they feel more positive affect
compared to days they feel less positive affect. Negative affect is particularly associated with decreased
initiative and WM performance (Brose, Schmiedek, Lövdén, & Lindenberger, 2012). As mentioned in the
section on age-related declines in WM, elderly adults show enhanced WM performance when stimuli have
positive emotional valance (Mikels, Larkin, Reuter-Lorenz, & Carstensen, 2005).
Researchers have also examined emotion and WM from a physiological perspective. Gray (2004) contends
that emotion and cognitive processes are related and selectively influence each other. For instance, Gray
(2001) induced approach or withdrawal type emotion and then tested participants on a verbal and spatial 2-
back task. Withdrawal emotion selectively enhanced spatial WM while approach enhanced verbal WM
performance. This makes theoretical sense because spatial ability and withdrawal/inhibition are both
associated with right hemispheric function while verbal ability and approach behaviors are associated with left
hemispheric function (Gray, 2001). Gray (2001) suggests that dopamine may modulate the effect of positive
emotion on WM and that norepinephrine might modulate withdrawal on WM.
Motivation can also be considered a state-dependent influence on WM. Sanada, Ikeda, Kimura, and Hasegawa
(2013) examined money as a motivator in a visual WM task and found that motivation improved visual WM in
both high and low load tasks. Others have also concluded that motivation enhances WM (e.g., Gilbert & Fiez,
2004; Krawczyk, Gazzaley, & D’Esposito, 2007).
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Emotion can clearly influence performance on WM tasks, with different emotions having different levels of
impact. In general, negative emotion seems to have an impairing effect on WM; however, under certain
circumstances, positive emotion and motivation can enhance WM performance. We view emotion as an acute
effect, with a medium level of malleability, and attribute the cause of the effect on WM performance to the
preoccupying thoughts that accompany strong emotion (Table 1). It is possible that preoccupying thoughts use
up resources in the phonological loop, and this hypothesis will be discussed in the conclusion to this review.
Stress and Anxiety
In contrast to purely state-level effects, anxiety can be viewed as either a state or trait-level influence on WM
(Ilkowska & Engle, 2010). For instance, Sorg and Whitney (1992) examined the influence of both trait anxiety
and stress on WM performance. Participants were divided into high/low anxiety groups and then exposed to
either a stressful or non-stressful situation (a video game competition) before being tested on reading span.
High trait anxiety people showed impaired verbal WM in the stress condition but not the low stress condition
(Sorg & Whitney, 1992). The effect of trait anxiety is not limited to adults. Visu-Petra, Cheie, Benga, and
Alloway (2011) tested preschoolers on both verbal and spatial WM tasks and found that high trait anxiety was
associated with longer verbal WM response times and poorer accuracy. By contrast, state anxiety seems to
impair spatial but not verbal WM, with high WM individuals impaired by induced anxiety the most (Shackman et
al., 2006).
Rapee (1993) took a different approach and examined the effect of participation in a WM task on worry itself.
Rapee (1993) asked participants to focus on an area of concern that they would be able to worry about for
some time while either generating random letters, engaging in articulatory suppression, completing a
visuospatial task, or generating random numbers on a key pad and then tested the change in worry. Tasks
which involved the central executive and especially the phonological loop were able to reduce a worried state.
Multiple researchers have hypothesized as to the underlying mechanisms that allow anxiety to influence WM.
Elliman, Green, Rogers, and Finch (1997) found that anxiety impairs processing ability in both the central
executive and the phonological loop. They suggest that this impairment is due to pre-occupying anxious
thoughts and subvocalization using up WM resources (Elliman et al., 1997). Others have concluded that
anxiety has a greater effect on the phonological loop than the visuospatial sketchpad because worry-related
thoughts consume cognitive resources (e.g. Derakshan & Eysenck, 2009; Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, &
Calvo, 2007; Rapee, 1993). Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) report that math anxiety impairs WM due to intrusive
thoughts and worries about math itself. Evaluation anxiety has the same effect, and most likely operates on this
same principle of consumed cognitive resources (Coy, O’Brien, Tabaczynski, Northern, & Carels, 2011).
Anxiety has a uniformly detrimental effect on WM performance, and the root of this effect is the use of
attentional resources by preoccupying thoughts centered on the anxiety-producing stimulus. The effect of
stress and anxiety on WM performance is generally acute, and there is a medium amount of malleability (Table
1).
Dieting
Another interesting factor that has been associated with impaired WM performance is dieting; a deficit that
seems particularly obvious in high load verbal tasks (Kemps, Tiggemann, & Marshall, 2005). Unexpectedly, this
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association does not seem to be due to weight loss or caloric restriction itself (Vreugdenburg, Bryan, & Kemps,
2003). Green and Rogers (1995) found that dieters performed worse on cognitive tasks, including attention,
regardless of whether the dieter was successful or not in actually losing weight. Rather, the link between dieting
and impaired WM seems to be due to preoccupying thoughts about food and body shape (Green et al., 2003;
Kemps et al., 2005). These preoccupying thoughts reduce the amount of cognitive resources available for tasks
that tap into WM (Kemps, Tiggemann, & Grigg, 2008; Kemps et al., 2005) because dieting requires self-
monitoring and attention to maintaining dieting behaviors (Vreugdenburg et al., 2003).
Multiple studies have determined that dieting selectively interferes with the phonological loop but not the
visuospatial sketchpad (Green et al., 2003), which makes sense considering the verbal nature of preoccupying
thoughts. Vreugdenburg, Bryan, and Kemps (2003) compared dieters to non-dieters on tests of articulatory
control and the phonological store. Dieters performed worse on overall central executive function and the
phonological loop, particularly on the phonological store. A study by Shaw and Tiggemann (2004) compared
past dieters, dieters, and non-dieters on phonological loop performance by examining the phonological
similarity effect and articulatory control. Dieters did not show impaired performance on the phonological
similarity effect, but were impaired on articulatory control, which was mediated by preoccupying thoughts (Shaw
& Tiggemann, 2004).
The preoccupying thoughts associated with dieting are amplified in eating disorders, and cognitive performance
suffers greatly (Mathias & Kent, 1998). In a study comparing two dozen women with anorexia nervosa to
dieters and non-dieters, Kemps, Tiggemann, Wade, Ben-Tovim, and Breyer (2006) found that both people with
anorexia nervosa and dieters performed worse on dual WM tasks due to preoccupying thoughts about food,
weight, and body shape than non-dieters.
The effects of dieting may be both acute and chronic, with a high degree of malleability (Table 1). Similar to
anxiety, the act of dieting seems to impair WM performance by consuming attentional resources through
preoccupying thoughts.
Craving Cigarettes
The negative nature of preoccupying thoughts extends past dieting. Smokers perform worse on WM task in
which cues are smoking-related (Wilson, Sayette, Fiez, & Brough, 2007) and chocolate-cravers perform worse
on WM tasks as well (Tiggemann, Kemps, & Parnell, 2010).
Smokers who abstain from smoking at least 12 hours, and are presumably craving that behavior, show
impaired WM performance — a finding that can be reversed by allowing smokers to smoke or by giving them
nicotine (Blake & Smith, 1997; Ernst, Heishman, Spurgeon, & London, 2001; Jacobsen et al., 2005). However,
not all studies agree with these results (e.g., Park, Knopick, McGurck, & Meltzer, 2000).
Greenstein and Kassel (2009) suggest some of the inconsistency across studies is due to differences in
methodology and the specific test that was used to assess WM. To address this possibility, they used verbal
and spatial versions of the n-back and OSPAN. They found that smokers had significantly lower verbal WM
than nonsmokers, both when they were permitted to smoke and when they were abstinent (Greenstein &
Kassel, 2009), although there was no difference in verbal n-back performance between the smoking sessions.
In addition, there was no difference in spatial WM between smokers who were craving smoking and those who
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were permitted to smoke. Craving smoking seemed to selectively impair verbal WM and not spatial WM, similar
to the findings regarding dieting and the action of preoccupying thoughts in the phonological loop. Cravings are
highly malleable and tend to be acute (Table 1), although additional research is required beyond cigarettes and
chocolate (e.g. gambling).
Stereotype Threat
Stereotype threat occurs when a person is made aware of a stereotype regarding a group of which they are a
member – including groups based on gender, race, and income level – and feel that they are at risk for
conforming to such stereotypes. Performance of those in negatively stereotype groups is hindered when the
stereotype is present, causing anxiety (Steele, 1997). This stereotype threat can then impair performance on
WM tasks. For example, Schmader and Johns (2003) induced a stereotype threat in women by highlighting
gender differences in math ability and in Latinos by stressing ethnic group intelligence differences. OSPAN
performance was significantly lower for both women and Latinos after receiving the stereotype threat compared
to individuals who did not receive the negative stereotypes (Schmader & Johns, 2003). Stereotype threat is
particularly detrimental in high load tasks. Beilock, Rydell, and McConnell (2007) tested women on high and
low load tasks and found that women who were given a gender-based stereotype threat performed worse on
high load problems compared to women who did not receive the threat.
Some researchers suggest that the negative effect of stereotype threat on WM performance can be increased
by activating multiple stigmatized aspects of group membership (Forbes & Schmader, 2010). Tine and Gotlieb
(2013) tested multiple stereotype threats based on gender, race, and income level and found that each of these
stereotype threats decreased WM performance, but income-based effects were the strongest of the three.
Individuals with all three stigmatized aspects of identity (i.e. a woman of a minority group in a low-income
bracket) experienced greater deficits in WM after the threat compared to individuals who received just one or
two types of threat.
Eliminating stereotype threat through counter-stereotype training is also possible, as demonstrated by Forbes
and Schmader (2010). They retrained women to associate their gender with being good at math, which then
increased performance on a complex span task. Specifically, women who were trained to associate women
with being good at math had higher WM scores than women who were trained to associate men with being
good at math (Forbes & Schmader, 2010).
Beilock, Rydell, and McConnell (2007) believe that stereotype threat specifically targets the phonological loop.
However, others propose alternate explanations (e.g. the ‘mere effort’ hypothesis, Harkins, 2006), and some
even question whether stereotype threats impair performance. Jamieson and Harkins (2007) report that women
who received a stereotype threat regarding math and gender performed worse on some tasks and better on
others, and they suggest that stereotype threats may motivate behavior by creating a situation in which a
stereotyped individual wants to prove the stereotype wrong through their own efforts.
Despite this, the general consensus in this area seems to be that stereotype threats generally impair WM
performance. A comparison of WM tasks that use verbal or spatial information is called for, and this type of
experiment should be extended to multiple types of stereotype threat, as most of the studies have focused on
gender thus far. Overall, stereotype threat produces a highly malleable, acute effect on WM performance (Table
1).
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Temperature
Schoofs, Wolf, and Smeets (2009) found that administering a cold pressor test (i.e. immersing one hand in ice
water) impairs executive functioning in a WM task. Although Schoofs et al. tested the effects of acute stress,
extremes in temperature might also affect WM performance. Sellaro, Hommel, Manai, and Colzato (2015)
suggest that it may not be objective temperature that impairs WM so much as subjective temperature
preferences. Using a 2 (temperature preference: cold vs. warm) x 2 (environment: cold vs. warm) design, they
tested performance in different work environments. People who were tested in an environment contrary to their
temperature preferences performed worse on a 2-back task compared to people were tested in their preferred
temperature, regardless of whether it was warm or cold. Sellaro et al. (2015) suggest that subjective
temperature preferences influence WM performance, but that objective temperatures may not.
Nevertheless, multiple studies have found a link between cold temperatures and impaired WM. These studies
have specifically targeted tyrosine in their design. Tyrosine is a substrate for catecholamine synthesis in the
brain, and is a precursor for the catecholamine neurotransmitters, dopamine and norepinephrine (O’Brien,
Mahoney, Tharion, Sils, & Castellani, 2007). Because exposure to cold increases the activity of (and therefore
depletes) catecholamines, several researchers have tested whether the administration of tyrosine can reverse
the negative effect of cold-stress on WM. Mahoney, Castellani, Kramer, Young, and Lieberman (2007) found
that post-cold pressor WM performance improved after the consumption of a food bar containing tyrosine.
Mahoney et al. conclude that cold exposure degrades cognitive performance and tyrosine alleviates the cold-
related WM deficits. Likewise, Shurtleff, Thomas, Schrot, Kowalski, and Harford (1994) found that administering
tyrosine before immersion in cold water significantly improved accuracy on a WM task, possibly by preventing
the cold stress-induced reduction in brain catecholamines.
The existing literature suggests cold temperatures negatively influence WM performance. The mechanism of
this relationship might be stress, and is certainly related to levels of catecholamines in the brain. In Table 1, we
describe temperature as an acute, highly malleable manipulated factor; however, the research in this area is
sparse and too many questions remain for a firm conclusion as to the nature of this factor.
Mindfulness
Although several of the factors discussed in the preceding section all seem to impair WM performance due to
the presence of preoccupying thoughts, mindfulness meditation may improve WM performance by controlling
and reducing preoccupying thoughts. Mindfulness meditation seeks to promote attentional control and
awareness of internal and external experiences (Chambers, Lo, & Allen, 2008). In a mindful state, all thoughts
are examined without judgement or reaction; they are simply allowed to exist. Mindfulness incorporates both
the regulation of attention and an open and accepting attitude to mental activity (Chambers et al., 2008).
Interestingly, the acceptance facet of mindfulness training has been more strongly linked to WM performance
on an n-back task (Ruocco & Direkoglu, 2013), at least compared to present-moment awareness. This result
seems surprising at first, but accepting one’s thoughts without judgement requires cognitive control, which may
then be the link to WM performance.
Performance on WM tasks has been improved through both brief and intensive mindfulness training. Zeidan,
Johnson, Diamond, David, and Goolkasian (2010) found that 20 min of mindfulness training for four days
enhanced accuracy, but not speed, on an n-back task. However, they caution that this gain may not be a long
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term change in WM performance (Zeidan et al., 2010). Chambers et al. (2008) tested 20 novice meditators
before and after participation in a 10-day intensive mindfulness meditation retreat. They found significant
improvements in WM and sustained attention; specifically, those who received the training performed better on
a task-switching task than a comparison group who did not complete the training.
Although these studies seem like a promising avenue to improve WM, they certainly require replication.
Researchers should also address possible demand characteristics in future studies by including placebo control
groups. In addition, many unanswered questions remain. For instance, how long does training influence WM?
Does the intensity and duration of mindfulness meditation training influence the strength and duration of the
effect? These are important questions that should be addressed in the future. Because few studies have been
conducted in this area and because of uncertainty regarding the duration of effect (Table1), we cannot make
firm conclusions about the effect of mindfulness on WM at this time.
Practice
Perhaps the most intriguing factor that can alter WM performance, from the perspective of both basic and
applied researchers, is regular practice on WM tasks. Multiple researchers have reported improvements in WM
performance after training on a WM task (Bomyea & Amir, 2011; Dahlin, Nyberg, Bäckman, & Neely, 2008;
Klingberg et al., 2005; Li et al., 2008; Redick et al., 2012; Sprenger et al., 2013; Zinke et al., 2014), and this
result has created great interest in the effect of practice on WM performance.
However, one major controversy in the literature surrounds the claim that WM training can ‘transfer,’ or create
gains in other cognitive functions. Much of this debate was stirred by a report that 8-19 days of training on an
adaptive dual n-back resulted in gains on a test of fluid g (Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Perrig, 2008). Since
then, little support for this claim has been found, and a multitude of studies have failed to replicate any effect of
WM training on gF or general cognitive ability (Brehmer, Westerberg, & Bäckman, 2012; Chooi & Thompson,
2012; Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009; Redick et al., 2012; Richmond, Morrison, Chein, & Olson, 2011;
Sprenger et al., 2013; Zinke, Zeintl, Eschen, Herzog, & Kliegel, 2012). In critical reviews of the literature, both
Shipstead, Redick, and Engle (2012) and Melby-Lervåg and Hulme (2013) conclude that WM training does not
increase intelligence.
Beyond fluid intelligence, though, some researchers claim that WM training can transfer to other tests of WM,
such as complex span tests (Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009; Richmond, Morrison, Chein, & Olson,
2011; Schmiedek, Lövdén, & Lindenberger, 2010). Even this is a questionable finding, as multiple studies
(Buschkuehl et al., 2008; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, et al., 2010; Jolles, Grol, Van Buchem, Rombouts, & Crone,
2010; Li et al., 2008; Redick et al., 2012; Sprenger et al., 2013) have not replicated this result.
In addition to transfer, the duration of training gains has caused considerable discussion. Gains in WM
performance after training have remained in six (Jolles et al., 2010) to nine month (Zinke et al., 2014) follow
ups. However, Buschkuehl et al. (2008) found that increases in visual WM gained from training disappeared at
a one year follow up. In addition, transfer gains may not hold up over time (Borella, Carretti, Riboldi, & De Beni,
2010).
Research on the effects of WM training has been conducted on a range of age groups, from children (Klingberg
et al., 2002, 2005) and young adults (Dahlin et al., 2008; Jaeggi et al., 2008) to adults and the elderly (Borella
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et al., 2010; Dahlin et al., 2008). In addition, some researchers report gains in WM performance in children with
ADHD (Klingberg et al., 2005) and in adult neuropsychological patients following strokes (Westerberg &
Klingberg, 2007), indicating that some populations gain more from WM practice than others and that WM
practice may be a viable tool to improve cognitive function in people with WM impairment. Nevertheless, there
may be pervasive methodological concerns with studies of WM training (Shipstead, Redick, & Engle, 2012) and
thus WM training remains a controversial topic in the field at this time. Table 1 reflects this controversy, and
both the length of effect and underlying mechanism are listed as uncertain.
Sleep
Sleep deprivation has a consistently negative effect on WM performance (Lieberman, Tharion, Shukitt-Hale,
Speckman, & Tulley, 2002). Casement, Broussard, Mullington, and Press (2006) found that people who were
chronically sleep deprived (i.e. regularly experiencing less than half of normal sleep times) performed worse on
a task that required WM than non-deprived participants. This deficit is particularly strong under greater WM
loads; Cellini, de Zambotti, Covassin, Sarlo, and Stegagno (2014) report that people with chronic insomnia
performed just as well as healthy controls on an easier WM task but performed significantly worse on a high
load WM task.
The negative effect of sleep deprivation on WM has also been shown in adolescent populations. Gradisar,
Terrill, Johnston, and Douglas (2008) asked teenagers aged 13-18 to complete the OSPAN and self-report their
sleep time and found medium to large effect sizes of sleep on WM scores. Even younger children perform
worse on WM tasks when sleep deprived; significant WM deficits have been found in sleep-deprived 6-14 year
olds (Steenari et al., 2003).
In contrast to studies examining sleep deprivation, getting a good night’s sleep seems to have a positive effect
on the relationship between WM and memory. A medium positive correlation between performance on the
OSPAN and a general memory task was found after participants had slept but this result was not found in those
who had remained awake (Fenn & Hambrick, 2012).
Several researchers have approached the sleep-WM relationship from a physiological perspective. Choo, Lee,
Venkatraman, Sheu, and Chee (2005) used an n-back task to test WM in participants who had been sleep
deprived for 24 hours. The participants showed decreases in both response time and accuracy compared to
participants who were not sleep deprived. Some load dependent differences were seen in the left PFC, right
parietal, anterior medial PFC, and left anterior cingulate cortex (Choo et al., 2005). The left anterior cingulate
cortex also showed increased activity due to sleep deprivation, but the right frontal gyrus and right insula were
active in sleep-deprived participants only in the higher load conditions (Choo et al., 2005). In a follow-up study,
Chee et al. (2006) found that sleep deprivation resulted in reduced activity in fronto-parietal regions.
Interestingly, sleep-deprived individuals who showed greater left fronto-parietal activity showed superior WM
performance over people without this pattern of brain activity (Chee et al., 2006).
As obvious as the relationship between sleep deprivation and WM may seem, and considering the frequent use
of college students in psychological research (a group historically known for sleep deprivation), it is surprising
that this factor is not taken into consideration more often by researchers. Sleep deprivation can become an
influential extraneous variable in such studies and it would be prudent to assess sleep deprivation in WM
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studies in general. We view sleep as having an acute and highly malleable effect on WM performance,
although the exact mechanism of the effect is uncertain (Table 1).
Bilingualism
Although some people may view bilingualism as an individual difference due to stability over time, we have
included it in this section because it at least possesses the potential for manipulation (i.e. an individual may
choose to learn a second language whereas they cannot choose their age or level of intelligence). Much of the
research on bilingualism and WM has been conducted by linguists, who have found some intriguing results.
Two interesting findings are the strong correlation between first language WM and second language WM, and
the strong correlation between baseline WM performance and foreign language proficiency (Alptekin & Ercetin,
2010, 2011; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Harrington & Sawyer, 1992; Miyake & Friedman, 1998; Osaka,
Osaka, & Groner, 1993; Walter, 2004). These results have led several researchers to claim that WM plays an
important role in the acquisition of a second language (Mackey, Philp, Egi, Fujii, & Tatsumi, 2002; Williams,
1999) and in determining second language aptitude (Ellis, 2001; Miyake & Friedman, 1998; Sawyer & Ranta,
2001).
Some investigators have looked at WM and bilingualism across the lifespan. Several studies have found no
difference in WM performance between monolingual and bilingual children (Bialystok & Feng, 2009; Bonifacci,
Giombini, Bellocchi, & Contento, 2011). Although Kudo and Swanson (2014) found no evidence that bilingual
children have an advantage in WM, they did find that children transitioning from being monolingual to bilingual
or from being dominant in one language to more equal in their bilingualism show enhanced WM, particular in
the executive component. However, studies that report no differences in WM performance between
monolingual and bilingual children may have used low-load tasks, and the difference between these groups
may be more evident at higher cognitive loads. For instance, bilingual children did outperform monolingual
children on a WM task in one study, although this advantage was more prominent in the more demanding,
higher load tasks (Morales, Calvo, & Bialystok, 2013). Differences between spatial and verbal WM have also
been investigated; bilingual participants outperform monolingual participants in spatial WM, but not verbal WM,
across the adult life span (Luo, Craik, Moreno, & Bialystok, 2013).
The phonological loop may be a significant factor in second language learning outcomes (Baddeley, 2003;
Service, 1992). As the phonological loop deals with verbal information, it makes sense that it would be
implicated in language learning. However, other researchers suggest that WM performance in a second
language is due to the executive component of WM, and is independent of the phonological loop (Lee
Swanson, Orosco, & Lussier, 2015). This debate requires further investigation.
Regardless of the role individual WM components play, it seems clear that WM is closely related to learning a
second language. Sawyer and Ranta (2001) view WM as a system responsible for integrating the different
components of foreign language. For instance, navigating between two languages requires holding some
linguistic information in mind while manipulating another language, which certainly mirrors the manipulate/
maintain definition of WM (Bialystok, 2011). Nevertheless, many unanswered questions remain. One question
centers on the issue that some researchers treat WM as a cause of second language success and others treat
it as an effect. More specifically, some researchers seem to study the role baseline WM has in increasing
success in second language acquisition, whereas others examine differences in WM between monolingual and
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bilingual groups. Whether high WM improves the chances of becoming bilingual or learning a foreign language
improves WM performance is debatable and requires additional research. Certainly the effect is chronic, and
we assigned a medium degree of malleability due to the effort needed to become bilingual (Table 1).
Musical Training
Musical training has also been investigated for its beneficial effect on WM task performance (Besson, Schön,
Moreno, Santos, & Magne, 2007; Williamon & Egner, 2004). Long-term music training has been associated with
greater auditory and spatial WM; specifically, years of music training and WM performance are positively
correlated (George & Coch, 2011).
Both children and adults who have received music training outperform non-musicians on various measures of
WM, both verbal and spatial (Franklin et al., 2008; Fujioka, Ross, Kakigi, Pantev, & Trainor, 2006; Parbery-
Clark, Skoe, Lam, & Kraus, 2009). Lee, Lu, and Ko (2007) tested 40 middle-school age children and 40 college
age adults on the effects of musical training on WM using span tasks. Half of the participants in each group had
received several years of musical training in the past and could play at least one musical instrument.
Participants were matched on both intelligence and level of education. The musically trained children and
adults performed better than the untrained participants on tasks designed to measure phonological storage
(Lee et al., 2007). The musically trained children performed better than the untrained children on measures of
executive control and visuospatial storage. However there was no difference between the two adult groups,
suggesting that the effects of musical training on WM may depend both on age and the degree of music
training received (Lee et al., 2007).
Unfortunately, the studies conducted thus far used convenience samples of people who have already received
musical training. Similar to bilingualism, this is a potential problem of self-selection: individuals with higher WM
may be naturally drawn to music or are more persistent in practicing an instrument. A longitudinal study, with a
true experimental design, is needed to address this issue. As with bilingualism, the effect of musical training on
WM performance is chronic and somewhat malleable due to the effort required for musical success (Table 1).
Altitude/Hypoxia
One of the more unusual factors in this review is altitude (i.e. how far above sea level one is). Yan, Zhang, and
Gong (2011) found that people who lived at high altitudes performed worse than low altitude residents on a WM
task. This difference held for both response times and accuracy. In another study, they compared sea level
participants to natives of Tibet and found that the high altitude Tibetans performed worse on both verbal and
spatial WM tasks, again showing deficits in response time (Yan, Zhang, Shi, Gong, & Weng, 2010). Even brief
exposure to high altitudes has shown a suppressing effect on WM performance (see Virués-Ortega, Buela-
Casal, Garrido, Alcázar, 2004, for a review).
A possible cause of this phenomenon is hypoxia— the level of oxygen in the air people breathe. Oxygen is less
abundant at higher elevations. A few studies have examined the negative effect of hypoxia during sleep on WM
(e.g., Biggs et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2009) and during exercise (Komiyama et al., 2015), but these studies
introduce other variables to consider. As seen in Table 1, we rate this factor as highly malleable, biological in
cause, and having both an acute and chronic effect. However, too few studies have been conducted to make
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any firm conclusions about the nature of the effect. Though empirical work is sparse in this area, the existing
studies open the door to explore other environmental factors, such as barometric pressure or humidity.
Exercise
Some controversy surrounds the effect of exercise on WM performance. Some researchers have reported that
exercise has a negative effect on WM, others find no effect at all, whereas several others report a WM
advantage from engaging in exercise. We will review research from each of these perspectives.
First, several groups of researchers report no effect, or even a negative effect, of exercise on WM. For
example, Dietrich and Sparling (2004) found that WM was impaired during prolonged moderate exercise,
whereas Lambourne, Audiffren, and Tomporowski (2010) found no change in WM between rest and cycling
(exercise) conditions. The effect of exercise on children’s WM is also debated. Drollette, Shishido, Pontifex, and
Hillman (2012) found no change in WM during moderate walking in 9-11 year olds, yet Soga, Shishido, and
Nagatomi (2015) report that moderate walking results in slower response times on a spatial n-back task in
15-16 year olds.
Other researchers reported that exercise improves response times and accuracy on WM tasks. Hogan, Mata,
and Carstensen (2013) found that moderate cycling resulted in faster reaction time on a 2-back WM task for
people ages 19-93. WM has also been assessed during exercise (as opposed to post-exercise). Martins,
Kavussanu, Willoughby, and Ring (2013) report that moderate cycling increased accuracy on concurrent high
load WM tasks.
These varying results are difficult to explain. Soga, Shishido, and Nagatomi (2015) suggest that the effects of
exercise are short-lived, so that a delay in testing might miss an effect. Baseline fitness is also an issue, as
people in better shape may have better attentional control, which is an important factor in WM. This hypothesis
was supported by a study conducted by Clarkson-Smith and Hartley (1989), in which high-exercise adults
outperformed sedentary adults on three span tasks, even when controlling for verbal intelligence. However,
even long term effects of exercise on WM are uncertain; a more recent study found that a four-week regimen of
aerobic exercise, strength training, and stretching resulted in no difference in WM performance. (Nouchi et al.,
2014). Given the wide variety of results, additional research on exercise and WM is needed and both the timing
of the WM test and baseline fitness should considered.
Diet
In addition to the act of dieting (previously discussed in Dieting section), diet itself can have a measurable
influence on WM performance. The effects of sugar (glucose), dairy, protein, and fat have been examined, with
the bulk of the research conducted on the effect of glucose.
Glucose consumption results in a relatively fast, short term improvement in WM (Scholey, Harper, & Kennedy,
2001). This effect is so rapid that researchers who have not found an effect of glucose on WM have concluded
that delay in testing was to blame (Sünram-Lea, Foster, Durlach, & Perez, 2002). Importantly, the positive effect
of glucose on verbal and spatial WM is the result of both dosage and recency of administration, and this effect
is most pronounced in higher load conditions (Owen, Scholey, Finnegan, Hu, & Sunram-Lea, 2012).
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Conversely, induced acute hypoglycemia can cause impaired WM performance on span tests (Sommerfield,
Deary, McAulay, & Frier, 2003).
These results are particularly interesting in light of studies that characterize both self-control and attentional
control as finite energy reserves that rely on glucose (Gailliot et al., 2007). Some researchers maintain that the
effect of glucose is age dependent; that is, younger people need less glucose to see an effect on WM
performance (Messier, 2004).
Glucose paired with other substances can have a measureable effect WM as well. Using a double-blind design,
Adan and Serra-Grabulosa (2010) found that participants who received both glucose and caffeine after a
fasting period showed better attentional control and verbal memory compared to people who received only
glucose or caffeine alone. Combining glucose and caffeine has also been found to improve performance on
both verbal and spatial n-back tasks of various loads (Giles et al., 2012).
Besides glucose, dairy intake (which contains lactose) has also been associated with improvements in WM
performance. Crichton, Murphy, Howe, Buckley, and Bryan (2012) conducted a within-subjects study of obese
adults with habitually low dairy intake (i.e. less than 2 servings a day). Participants consumed a high dairy diet
for six months and a low dairy diet for an additional six months. Spatial WM was slightly better after six months
of high dairy (Crichton et al., 2012). Crichton et al. (2012) propose that low-fat dairy’s benefit to cardiovascular
functioning might be boosting cognitive function, although high intake of full-fat dairy is associated with
cognitive decline.
The effect of glucose has also been compared to protein and fat. Jones, Sunram-Lea, and Wesnes (2012)
tested spatial and verbal WM at baseline, 15 min, and one hour after consuming either 40g glucose, 40g
protein, 16g fat, or a placebo drink. Attention was better 15 min after consuming fat or glucose drinks, WM
improved 15 min after protein consumption, and WM decreased 60 min after glucose (Jones et al., 2012). The
authors conclude that different macronutrients have time-dependent effects on WM (Jones et al., 2012). This
conclusion was supported by a study that compared a slow-release sucrose with lactose and glucose.
Participants who consumed milk with sucrose performed best on a WM task (Taib, Shariff, Wesnes, Abu Saad,
& Sariman, 2012).
Finally, a carbohydrate-rich breakfast has been shown to increase WM performance. Smith, Clark, and
Gallagher (1999) compared WM performance on participants who consumed cereal for breakfast versus
participants who did not eat breakfast. Consuming cereal for breakfast resulted in increased performance on a
spatial WM task (Smith et al., 1999).
Many of the effects of diet seem to be short term. Glucose seems to confer short term benefits to WM, including
when administered with caffeine. Protein, fat, and carbohydrates have also been linked to WM performance,
but these studies require replication. In addition, more long-term studies are needed to determine if general diet
has a long term effect on WM. Though we label diet as biological in cause and highly malleable (Table 1), the
existing literature is too small to make firm conclusions about the effect of diet on WM performance at this time.
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Psychoactive Substances
A wide variety of drugs (i.e. external substances that are capable of crossing the blood brain barrier and
influencing cognitive function) have been tested for their effect on WM (see Barch, 2004, for a review). Because
of the amount of literature in this field, it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a thorough review.
Instead, representative articles have been chosen for several main psychoactive substances and additional
resources are provided in the supplement to this article.
Both agonists and antagonists have been examined for their influence on WM. For instance, visuospatial WM is
influenced by noradrenaline agonists in that both too high and too low doses cause impairment, forming an
inverted U (Arnsten & Robbins, 2002). Dopamine agonists (such as amphetamine, methylphenidate, pergolide,
and low doses of bromocriptine) improve spatial WM, although these effects seem to be susceptible to baseline
differences (Barch, 2004; Luciana & Collins, 1997; Muller, von Cramon, & Pollmann, 1998). Cholinesterase
inhibitors improve WM (Barch, 2004). There is minimal evidence that noradrenergic agonists and NMDA
receptor agonists improve WM in humans, despite the strong effect seen in rats for both of these drug types
(Barch, 2004). NMDA receptor antagonists, on the other hand, have been shown to impair WM (Adler,
Goldberg, Malhotra, Pickar, & Breier, 1998).
One drug that undeniably has an influence on human cognition is caffeine, also known as methyltheobromine
(Amendola, Gabrieli, & Lieberman, 1998; Fredholm, Bättig, Holmén, Nehlig, & Zvartau, 1999). Caffeine binds to
two types of adenosine receptors in the brain and blocks them in an antagonistic way, which then increases
alertness and concentration (Fredholm et al., 1999). The ability to concentrate - to control attention - is a key
facet of WM, so it is perhaps no surprise that caffeine should have a positive effect on WM performance.
Indeed, nearly every study conducted on caffeine has found increased attention and WM as a result of
consumption, with few exceptions (e.g. Smith, Clark, & Gallagher, 1999). Even habitual caffeine consumers still
show increased WM performance after caffeine consumption (Addicott & Laurienti, 2009). In a study of male
moderate caffeine users, Koppelstaetter et al. (2008) found that men in the caffeine condition showed
increased activity in the medial PFC – often associated with attention, executive functions, maintenance in WM,
planning, and updating - during a verbal 2-back task. In a study comparing a placebo to 100mg, 200mg, and
300mg of caffeine in sleep-deprived Navy SEALs, Lieberman, Tharion, Shukitt-Hale, Speckman, and Tulley
(2002) conclude that 200mg of caffeine is optimal for performance on a spatial WM task. Past this amount, the
effects do not significantly improve with dosage.
Several substances have been found to temporarily suppress WM (see Table 4 for a list of substances and
references). Several of the effects appear to be load dependent, with high load task showing the greatest levels
of WM impairment (i.e. alcohol, cannabis, MDMA). Not all psychoactive substances may influence WM;
Colzato, Huizinga, and Hommel (2009) compared recreational cocaine users who had been abstinent for one
week to a matched group of non-users and found no impairment in either the maintenance or monitoring of
information in WM.
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Table 4
Psychoactive Substances Associated With Impaired WM Performance
Substance References
Diphenhydramine (Antihistamine) Gevins, Smith, & McEvoy, 2002
Alcohol Gevins et al., 2012
Cannabis Ilan, Smith, & Gevins, 2004
MDMA (Ecstasy) Fisk, Montgomery, & Hadjiefthyvoulou, 2011; Wareing, Fisk, Murphy, & Montgomery, 2004
Psilocybin Wittmann et al., 2007
One study has examined the effect of Modafinil, a stimulant (but not an amphetamine) used in the treatment of
narcolepsy and ADHD, using a double blind placebo-controlled design. Modafinil did not affect attentional
control, but improved accuracy in the high load condition of a spatial WM task (Müller, Steffenhagen,
Regenthal, & Bublak, 2004). It is of note that lower performing participants saw the greatest effect of drug
(Müller et al., 2004). Considering the WM deficits associated with ADHD (see Mental Illness and Other Medical
Conditions section), it is perhaps no surprise that medications designed to treat this disorder would improve
WM performance.
Finally, emerging evidence suggests that certain herbal compounds can influence WM performance. In a study
of thirty-two healthy adults, consumption of American ginseng improved WM performance on the Corsi block
test at one, three, and six hours post administration, but performance on an n-back task was not affected
(Scholey et al., 2010). Even a single dose of American ginseng has been shown to improve WM performance
(Reay, Scholey, & Kennedy, 2010). Wesnes, Ward, McGinty, and Petrini, (2000) found improved WM in a 14-
week double blind study of 256 people taking both 60mg ginko biloba and 100mg ginseng. Ginko and ginseng
improved both spatial and verbal WM compared to baseline and the placebo group, although spatial WM saw
greater increases, within hours of administration and over the fourteen weeks the study was conducted
(Wesnes et al., 2000).
As previously stated, the sheer volume of research that has been conducted on psychoactive substances
precludes a thorough review in this paper. Nevertheless, it is apparent that a wide variety of substances can
influence performance on WM tasks. Currently, stimulants seem to have the greatest positive effect on WM
while most other recreational substances seem to have a negative effect, although task load certainly plays a
role. Psychoactive substances can have both acute and chronic effects and are highly malleable (Table 1), but
a great deal of variation exists between the effects of individual drugs.
Brain Stimulation
Several dozen studies have investigated the effect of brain stimulation on WM. The two main forms of
stimulation that have been investigated are transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) and repeated
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS). tDCS is a procedure in which a weak electrical current is applied to
the brain through two electrodes, an anode and a cathode. The goal of this procedure is to selectively increase
or decrease cortical activity (Nitsche & Paulus, 2000; Nitsche et al., 2003). The electrical field generated by
tDCS is direct but low-intensity (Datta et al., 2009). rTMS, on the other hand, uses a magnetic coil to create a
strong magnetic field. When the coil is applied to the scalp, it disrupts brain activity in the cortex by depolarizing
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the neurons in that area. This technique may either facilitate or inhibit brain activity, depending on the frequency
of stimulation (Brunoni & Vanderhasselt, 2014).
Both tDCS and rTMS are non-invasive procedures, and their effects on cortical activity are temporary. For this
reason, they have been used extensively in research, including studies that stimulate the dlPFC to influence
WM performance. The dlPFC is involved in both updating goal representations and other task-related demands
(Barch, Sheline, Csernansky, & Snyder, 2003; D’Esposito, Postle, & Rypma, 2000; D’Esposito et al., 1995).
Nearly all of these types of studies use the n-back as their measure of WM. Unfortunately, most studies suffer
from small sample size. For this reason, Brunoni and Vanderhasselt (2014) conducted a meta-analysis of
twelve different studies that described 33 experiments to determine the influence of tDCS and rTMS on WM.
Based on this meta-analysis, they conclude that rTMS of the dlPFC significantly improves WM performance.
Although tDCS significantly improved reaction time, it did not influence accuracy (Brunoni & Vanderhasselt,
2014).
This result indicates that brain stimulation has a direct and measureable influence on WM performance.
Though rTMS is already used in some clinical settings (e.g. as a treatment for major depressive disorder), there
is some interest in using tDCS and rTMS in clinical populations that suffer from impaired WM, such as
schizophrenia. Brain stimulation is a promising area for future study, and it would greatly benefit from additional
studies using larger and more varied populations.
Conclusions and Future Directions
This paper was written with several aims: to provide a review of past research, to serve as a resource for new
researchers, to identify areas requiring additional research, and to provide a framework to classify these
factors. As a result of these goals, we pulled many disparate areas of research together and highlighted some
important considerations for researchers who frequently use WM tasks in their studies. As a reminder, there is
a supplementary list of articles, arranged by topic, for each of the factors reviewed in this paper.
One of our primary goals was to provide a framework for classifying factors that influence WM. We divided
factors along the lines of subject and manipulated factors, which seemed a logical first step in considering
relationships between factors. Nevertheless, other possible frameworks may considered: duration of the effect,
the malleability of the factor, the presumed mechanism that causes the variance in WM, and the level of
consistency in the literature (see Table 1).
First, the duration of the effect on WM may be viewed as either acute or chronic. Chronic factors, such as
intelligence and personality, are relatively stable over time. This causes their effect on WM to also be stable
over time. Acute factors, such as emotional state and brain stimulation, are temporary, as is their effect on WM.
Several factors are uncertain in terms of duration of the effect. These factors include dieting, mindfulness,
practice, altitude, exercise, diet, and drug use. Each of these factors would greatly benefit from carefully
designed, longitudinal studies.
Malleability refers to the likelihood of a factor changing, or being altered by external circumstances. Table 1
assigns low, medium, and high values of malleability to each factor, although these are best guesses based on
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knowledge of the field. Certain factors are nearly impossible to alter while other factors are easily changeable.
Most of the highly malleable factors allow for personal choice, either by the individual or an experimenter. For
example, a person can choose to exercise just as easily as an experimenter can assign a person to an exercise
condition within a study. Of greatest importance, however, several factors that have detrimental effects on WM
are malleable (e.g. stress, sleep, stereotype threat, and certain mental illnesses). This gives hope that
interventions or therapies designed to improve or ameliorate the effects of these factors will have the side effect
of improving WM performance.
A third possible framework relies on the underlying mechanism of each factor. Several factors are presumably
biological in origin, such as intelligence, age, diet, brain stimulation, and use of psychoactive substances. Even
personality has been investigated for its biological underpinnings, and the role of dopamine has certainly been
implicated. Several studies have highlighted areas of the brain, such as the dlPFC, as important to WM, and
have examined overlap with other factors, such as critically listening to music. Nevertheless, there seems to be
a disconnect between neurological and behavioral studies of WM. As an example, the majority of neurological
studies of WM use the n-back task. Though the n-back and complex span tasks both presumably measure
WM, they are weakly correlated with each other and may actually measure slightly different aspects of WM
itself (Kane, Conway, Miura, & Colflesh, 2007). Although a great deal of time and energy has been spent on
investigating the underlying mechanisms of many of the factors reviewed in this paper, the cause of effect for
several factors is unknown. These factors include mental illness, stereotype threat, temperature, practice,
sleep, bilingualism, musical training, and exercise. Each of these factors is somewhat uncertain in their
mechanism(s) and additional study is needed.
An additional framework for organizing the factors reviewed in this study is the level of consistency in the
literature. Although several factors have been thoroughly investigated, questions about the nature of their effect
remain. These factors include gender, personality, craving, practice, and exercise. Additional research may
improve consensus in the field, and these factors would also benefit from thorough meta-analyses. In addition,
some factors simply need more research in general, as too few studies have been conducted to make an
assessment about consistency. These factors include temperature, mindfulness, musical training, altitude, and
diet.
One important thread that connects multiple sections of this paper, and deserves special mention, is
preoccupying thoughts. Intrusive thoughts are implicated in several types of mental illnesses, stress, anxiety,
dieting, craving, and possibly stereotype threat. Preoccupying thoughts may selectively impair WM by using up
resources in the phonological loop. Training to control preoccupying thoughts— for example, with mindfulness
meditation— may diminish their effect, but additional research is needed to determine how effective this training
is in the long term and if the training is truly effective at improving WM performance. An alternate to
mindfulness meditation might be training on thought suppression. By increasing an individual’s ability to
suppress intrusive thoughts, the harmful effects of those thoughts on WM might be reduced or eliminated.
Future investigations might examine the role of preoccupying thoughts in terms of theoretical models of WM.
For instance, using the Baddeley and Hitch (1974) model, preoccupying thoughts might either be a function of
misallocation of attentional resources by the central executive or an impairment of the phonological loop.
Another general trend to note is the difference between high and low load tasks. In addition to differences
between using verbal and spatial stimuli, researchers can also choose task difficulty by manipulating the task
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parameters. Increasing cognitive load may have a differential impact on the measurement of WM, as several
factors (e.g., dieting, stereotype threat, sleep, and some psychoactive substances) seem to impair WM only, or
especially, in high load tasks. Load-dependent influences for each of the factors in this study should be
assessed in the future.
Finally, we have used this review to demonstrate the many possible sources of variance in WM performance. It
behooves researchers to consider the sheer breadth and scope of variables that can influence WM, and to take
more of a variance accounting approach in the measurement of this important construct. Several factors are
quite easy to assess, as a researcher may easily include basic questions about them in a brief initial survey or
include a short personality survey. Furthermore, some factors are more important to assess for certain
populations, such as sleepiness in college students. In fact, the time of day and sleepiness in college students
may explain some of the contradictory results between several of the studies described in this paper.
Understanding and accounting for the many factors that can influence WM performance will improve the quality
and validity of our measurements. Of most importance, researchers who study WM or use it their research
should understand that performance on WM tasks is not necessarily as stable as one would like to think, and
multiple measures and measurements should be collected when possible. As Schmader and Johns (2003, p.
450) note in their study of stereotype threat, manipulations that “can produce situational reductions in WM
underscores the need for researchers to use caution when assuming that such measures index a stable and
unchanging ability.”
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